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After her mother passed away, Elizabeth was going
through her mother's things, when she discovered a
letter that told her the true identity of her father.
She decided to do whatever it takes to meet him,
which means…becoming his caretaker? At least this
way, Elizabeth decided, she can stay by his side. He
takes a liking to her and she works hard as his
devoted caretaker, but there’s one man at the
mansion who views her with suspicion. It’s her
father’s adopted son, the coldhearted, hardworking
Andreas. He’s convinced she’s out to steal the
family’s wealth. He orders her to spend nights
working as his secretary so he can see what she’s
really like. Will he discover her true identity?
Alex Myers has a secret. He can hear the thoughts of
animals. One night while Alex is working the front
desk at an emergency animal care clinic, animal
control officer Dylan Travers brings in an injured
fawn. When Alex and Dylan become involved, it gets
harder and harder for Alex to keep his secret.
"A Five Boroughs Story " Michael Rodriguez and
Nunzio Medici have been friends for two decades.
From escaping their dysfunctional families in the
working-class neighborhood of South Jamaica,
Queens, to teaching in one of the city's most queerfriendly schools in Brooklyn, the two men have
shared everything. Or so they thought until a
sweltering night of dancing leads to an unexpected
encounter that forever changes their friendship.
Now, casual touches and lingering looks are packed
with sexual tension, and Michael can't forget the feel
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of his best friend's hands on him. Once problems rear
up at work and home, Michael finds himself seeking
constant escape in the effortless intimacy and mindblowing sex he has with Nunzio. But things don't stay
easy for long. When Michael's world begins to
crumble in a sea of tragedy and complications, he
knows he has to make a choice: find solace in a path
of self-destruction or accept the love of the man who
has been by his side for twenty years. "
Can baseball teammates polar bear shifter Graham
and grizzly bear shifter Trigger put aside their
differences?
Istanbul 1900
Swank Rally
Blueprint for Achieving Learning Standards
Fix Schools First
Open Road

The only reason I'm still alive is
because of the baby growing inside me.
My baby saved my life. Now I'm a
prisoner inside Cato's fortress. He's
pissed at me, livid every time he looks
at me. He refuses to sleep with me
because now I'm the enemy. But I miss
him...and he misses me. I only slept
with Cato to save my father, but now he
means something to me. I care about
him, and I know he cares about me. Can
I earn his forgiveness? Can I earn his
trust? But even if I do, will he shoot
me anyway?
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Don't miss this exclusive bundle of the
Bones series by Kim Fielding!
Even men afraid of donuts deserve a
happy ending. Can Seth face his
anxieties for a chance at happiness
with Jude?
Sergei Andronikov was a child when the
Mafia wiped out his family, leaving him
with nothing but a hunger for revenge.
Years later, through ruthless strategy
and tireless patience, he's a contract
killer working for the three families
ruling Cape Swan... and he's nearly in
position to bring them all down from
the inside.Domenico "Dom" Maisano is
Mafia royalty, a made man... and a
hitman. He's caught up in a violent
life he can't escape, struggling to
maintain an image he doesn't want, and
suppressing desires he can't have.A
chance encounter throws the killers
into each other's paths. Though Dom
knows he's playing a dangerous game,
he's intrigued and keeps coming back.
Sergei can't resist him either--Dom is
everything he set out to destroy, but
he's also everything he's ever ached
for in a man.Then Sergei gets the
contract he's been waiting for--the hit
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that promises to bring the town's Mafia
to its knees.But when a boss makes an
unexpected move, Sergei must choose
between dropping the hammer on the
families he vowed to annihilate, and
protecting the man he swore he wouldn't
love.And the wrong choice--or even the
right one--will destroy them both.
Art-nouveau Architecture and Interiors
Keeping Karma
The Tunnels
Flip This Zombie
Lone Wolf
Sometimes it takes miles of open road and your real life in
the rearview mirror to figure out what was right in front
of you all along... Angus had been with the same guy for
ten years. When his boyfriend breaks up with him the
night of his thirtieth birthday party and announces his
engagement to a twenty-two-year-old less than ten hours
later... Angus is .... a mess. To put it lightly. He spends
days in bed, drinks himself into a stupor every night, and
ends up losing his job and his apartment. His best and
oldest friend, Reece, decides it's time for an intervention.
And a change of scenery. Reece and Angus take off on a
trip across the US. They don't have much of a plan. They
just start driving. it takes Angus a couple of days to do
much more than grunt when Reece talks to him, but slowly
he opens up. They drive, talk, heal, shout, dance, meet
new friends... and somewhere between Portland, Oregon,
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and Portland, Maine, they fall in love. Which was the last
thing in the world Angus expected. ** This is a second
edition of a previously published book **
Elizabeth Goodweather and her husband built a
rewarding life in the hills and hollows of their adopted
Appalachian home. But now Elizabeth is alone, her
husband tragically killed, her children grown, the land
around her filled with customs and beliefs she cannot
share. It’s still a good life–tending the small herb and
flower business–but Elizabeth’s fragile peace is about to
be shattered. Cletus Gentry vanished while hunting
ginseng in the hills–and his mother is sure the childlike
man was murdered. As Elizabeth retraces Cletus’s last
wanderings, she will discover that a killer has been
waiting all the while in the coves and hollows near her
farm for her to see the light…and then come willingly to
her own death.
Chief Jim Hopper reveals long-awaited secrets to Eleven
about his old life as a police detective in New York City,
confronting his past before the events of the hit show
Stranger Things. Christmas, Hawkins, 1984. All Chief Jim
Hopper wants is to enjoy a quiet first Christmas with
Eleven, but his adopted daughter has other plans. Over
Hopper’s protests, she pulls a cardboard box marked
“New York” out of the basement—and the tough questions
begin. Why did Hopper leave Hawkins all those years
ago? What does “Vietnam” mean? And why has he never
talked about New York? Although he’d rather face a
horde of demogorgons than talk about his own past,
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Hopper knows that he can’t deny the truth any longer.
And so begins the story of the incident in New York—the
last big case before everything changed... Summer, New
York City, 1977. Hopper is starting over after returning
home from Vietnam. A young daughter, a caring wife, and
a new beat as an NYPD detective make it easy to slip back
into life as a civilian. But after shadowy federal agents
suddenly show and seize the files about a series of brutal,
unsolved murders, Hopper takes matters into his own
hands, risking everything to discover the truth. Soon
Hopper is undercover among New York’s notorious street
gangs. But just as he's about to crack the case, a blackout
rolls across the boroughs, plunging Hopper into a
darkness deeper than any he’s faced before.
The result was a western cultural colonization and the
introduction of art-nouveau style, followed by a backlash
of nationalism and the development of the "first Turkish
national style" of architecture.
Manhattan district, Au-delà de la peur, tome 1
The Dictator
Sunset Park
The Return Man
What If It's Us
Manhattan District, Kelyos & Jared #1 Onyx Roman en deux
parties de 700 000 caractères, 122 000 mots, 580 pages en
équivalent papier. Cette première partie fait 352 000
caractères, 61 000 mots. Mis à pied pour violences, Jared
Conrad n'imaginait pas, en acceptant ce poste au
département de la police de New York, qu'il plongerait de
nouveau dans les ennuis Désespérément attiré par le sublime
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lieutenant Kelyos Sullivan, il met tout en œuvre pour le
soutenir dans sa mission d'infiltration du milieu mafieux. Et
quand cette dernière tourne mal, il n'hésite pas à s'impliquer
auprès du jeune homme. Kelyos est immédiatement captivé
par le sombre personnage. Son aide est inespérée. Durement
touché lors de l'infiltration, il trouve en Jared un soutien
solide. L'affaire connaît un rebondissement inattendu et
oblige le jeune lieutenant à accepter l impensable. Jared
doit alors braver tous les interdits. Rejoignez-nous sur
Facebook : Éditions Textes Gais
When Christopher, one of deputy Doug's former one-night
stands, stays in town for a case, they become suspects in an
ongoing investigation.
Anyone's life can change in an instant. In Matthew F. Jones's
acclaimed novel, one man's world is overturned with a single
shot. Trespassing on what was once his family's land, John
Moon hears a rustle in the brush and fires. But instead of the
deer he was expecting, he finds the body of a young woman,
killed by his stray bullet. A terrible dilemma is made worse
when he stumbles upon her campground - and the piles of
drugs and money concealed there. Moon makes his choice:
he hides the corpse, and takes the cash. His decision will
have consequences he can neither predict or control.
An educator working with big corporations, Bowsher argues
that schools damage children; that poverty, minorities, and
low parental involvement are the result rather than the cause
of poor student learning; that appropriate responsibilities
need to be established for teachers and administrators; and
Gemini Keeps Capricorn
Tartan Candy
The Second Official Novel
Bones
Bigger Love
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The Best Laid Plans by Sarah Mayberry Corporate lawyer
Alexandra Knight keeps her busy life in order with strict
boundaries. But lately that's changed. Is it due to her out of
control biological clock that is ignoring her single status? Or is it
sexy colleague Ethan Stone and his outrageous proposition?.
Ethans's solution to her dilemma – he'll be her baby daddy. They
are really attracted to each other,but crossing the line from
co–worker to co–parent with Ethan could ruin all other men for
Alex.
Will closeted entrepreneur Caleb keep Raven, or is the secret of
Raven's porn star past one obstacle too many?
When businessman Bran and New Zealand cowboy Kaden clash
over the fate of a dairy farm, the animosity between them is
instant—but so is the attraction.
Manhattan District, Au-delà de la peur, tome 1/2 Onyx Romance
de 690 000 caractères, 120 000 mots, 575 pages en équivalent
papier. Profondément marqué par son passé, Noah a néanmoins
réussi à trouver un équilibre entre son travail de légiste, ses
angoisses et ses amis... jusqu’à il y a un an et sa rencontre avec
Cyrius. Ce jour-là, sa vie a basculé, car en même temps que
l’homme s’imposait à lui comme un coup de poignard du passé,
un sentiment improbable naissait dans son cœur. Cyrius...
Imposant, sombre et insolent, il est les souffrances de Noah. Et si
sa raison lui dicte de fuir cette âme abîmée pour leur bien à tous
les deux, son cœur ne peut s'y résoudre. Alors, quand la vie fait
trébucher le légiste, le flic le relève et lui offre l’espoir d’une
guérison. Mais la vie est une vraie pute, Noah... Manhattan.
Frappé par une série de meurtres sadiques, le quartier
s’enflamme. L’orchestration est sordide, les mises en scène
allusives et les effets dévastateurs sur Noah. L’enquête piétine,
l’étau se resserre et quand les corps parlent, que les indices se
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dévoilent et que les actes se durcissent, les pièces s'assemblent
pour dévoiler l'horreur d'une situation qui ne peut que le détruire.
Commence alors un affrontement sans merci, pour Noah, Cyrius
et leurs amis, dont aucun ne sortira indemne. Rejoignez-nous sur
: https://www.facebook.com/Textesgais/
A Single Shot
Loaded for Bear
Dare to Risk
The Best Laid Plans
Chase in Shadow
Massive world tours. Over a hundred million
albums sold. Groupies galore.Every day is a
party for Viper and the guys of TBD, the
biggest rock band in the world. But it all
comes to a screeching halt when the lead
singer walks out of the studio one day and
never comes back. Ear-blistering vocals.
Butchered lyrics. Fame chasers.After months
of lackluster auditions, Viper, the lead
guitarist and resident bad boy of the group,
is ready to find solace in the bottom of a
bottle. Time's running out and the pressure's
on to find a new singer, but it isn't until
an angel walks through the door that the
band's prayers are answered. Charismatic.
Talented. Magic behind the mic. Halo is
everything they've been looking for.With a
voice to match his stunning good looks, it
isn't long before Viper's taking notice. But
there are several reasons this is a bad
idea:1.Interpersonal relationships in the
band are discouraged2.Viper has already
broken rule #1-big mistake3.Halo is straight
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Too bad Viper's body isn't listening to his
head-at least not the one on his shoulders.
But you can't fake chemistry, not onstage and
certainly not off it, and Viper and Halo?
They have it in spades. As both men try to
resist the fire blazing between them, and the
band is forced to reinvent themselves, it'll
be a complicated rise back to the top. But
from the ashes of what was, something
beautiful is born. Something better. And when
the world finally sees Halo stretch his
wings, they'll discover what it's like to
fall for an angel.
Truman Reid is Summitville High's most outand-proud senior. He can't wait to take his
fierce, uncompromising self away from his
small Ohio River hometown, where he's
suffered more than his share of bullying.
He's looking forward to bright lights and a
big city. Maybe he'll be the first genderfluid star to ever win an Academy Award. But
all that changes on the first day of school
when he locks eyes with the most gorgeous
hunk he's ever seen. Mike Stewart, big, darkhaired, and with the most amazing blue eyes,
is new to town. He's quiet, manly, and has
the sexy air of a lost soul. It's almost love
at first sight for Truman. He thinks that
love could deepen when Mike becomes part of
the stage crew for Harvey, the senior class
play Truman's directing. But is Mike even
gay? And how will it work when Truman's
mother is falling for Mike's dad? Plus
Truman, never the norm, makes a daring and
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controversial choice for the production that
has the whole town up in arms. See how it all
plays out on a stage of love, laughter,
tears, and sticking up for one's essential
self.
"A Five Boroughs Story " Raymond Rodriguez's
days of shoving responsibility to the wayside
are over. His older brother wants to live
with his boyfriend, so Raymond has to get his
act together and find a place of his own. But
when out-and-proud David Butler offers to be
his roommate, Raymond agrees for reasons
other than needing a place to crash. David is
Raymond s opposite in almost every way he s
Connecticut prim and proper while Raymond is
a sarcastic longshoreman from Queens but
their friendship is solid. Their closeness
surprises everyone as does their not-soplayful flirtation, since Raymond has always
kept his bicurious side a secret. Once they
re under the same roof, flirting turns
physical, and soon their easy camaraderie is
in danger of being lost to frustrating sexual
tension and the stark cultural differences
that set them apart. Now Raymond not only has
to commit to his new independence he has to
commit to his feelings for David or risk
losing him for good. "
Will Luke choose his chance at freedom or
saving werecat Finn, the man who deceived him
and marked him his mate?
Shield and Diamond
Halo
Finley
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Tooth and Nail
A Casual Weekend Thing

The outbreak tore the U.S. in two. The east
remains a safe haven. The west has become a
ravaged wilderness. They call it the Evacuated
States. It is here that Henry Marco makes his
living. Hired by grieving relatives, he tracks down
the dead and delivers peace. Now Homeland
Security wants Marco for a mission unlike any
other. He must return to California, where the
apocalypse began. Where a secret is hidden. And
where his own tragic past waits to punish him
again. But in the wastelands of America, you
never know who - or what - is watching you.
When Jonathan Kechter agrees to a blind date
with Cole Fenton, he expects nothing more than
dinner and a one-night stand... but he gets more
than he bargained for in Cole. Cole is arrogant,
flamboyant, and definitely not Jon’s type. Still,
when Cole suggests an arrangement of getting
together for casual sex whenever they're both in
town, Jon readily agrees.
An old, abandoned tunnel system beneath a
prestigious New England college becomes the
gruesome stalking ground of a serial killer… The
crime scenes are both grim and otherworldly. The
bodies of two female students are found
mutilated and oddly positioned in the dark
labyrinth beneath the school—haunting symbols
painted on the walls above them. In her decade
tracking serial killers, FBI special agent Kelly
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Jones has seen some of the worst humanity can
inflict. Yet the tragedy unfolding at her alma
mater chills her to the bone. Evidence suggests
that the connection between the
victims—daughters of powerful men—and the
cryptic message behind the killings is rooted in a
dark, ancient ritual. As the body count rises, so do
the stakes. The killer is taunting Kelly, daring her
to follow him down a dangerous path from which
only one can emerge.
"This is the way the world ends. Not with a bang,
not with a whimper, but a slaughter.
Healed Hearts
Druids Lodge
The Banker
Manhattan District
Harlequin Comics
It's time to come home, Finn. It’s been seven
years since Daniel Finley left his hometown
in Florida for the hustle and bustle of
Chicago’s city life. Since then, he’s worked
hard for his position at the prestigious law
firm Leighton & Associates, even when it’s
caused distance and isolation from his family
and friends. But that’s all about to change.
On his thirtieth birthday, he receives the
one thing he never dared hope for. Something
that was promised to him years earlier—a
note. One simple sentence from the man he’s
never been able to forget. Six words will
forever change the course of their lives.
Brantley Hayes has it all. Or so he thinks.
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When he first made the decision to take a job
down in Florida, his family thought he was
crazy. But after years of living in the quiet
beach town, he finally feels a sense of
community. He’s surrounded himself with
friends who are like family, has a job he
loves, and owns a spectacular beachfront
property that is his sanctuary. Yet he still
feels unfulfilled, as if a piece of the
puzzle is missing, and he knows exactly which
piece it is. On an impulse, he follows
through with a promise he made years earlier.
A promise to call home the one he sent away.
Nothing is as simple as it seems. After years
of separation, the former lovers are
reunited, but Brantley wasn’t expecting to
encounter the high walls now guarding
Daniel’s heart. Daniel may not be the same
person he was when he left, but he knows that
the first step to healing is the note in his
hand.
Hosted in Italy by Australian company Deus Ex
Machina, the Deus Swank Rally is a
championship for riders of Enduro off-road
dirt bikes. Presented here are photographs
documenting the championship and the
eccentric events surrounding it, including
amusing competitions and parties.
North Carolina’s hills are a crazy quilt of
old farmsteads and new beginnings, of locals,
strangers, artists, and new age
wanderers….Here Elizabeth Goodweather has
made her life, a still-young widow who moves
easily between the gentrified world of
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Asheville and old-timers in their hollows.
But when a flamboyant performance artist is
murdered, and Elizabeth learns the amazing
history of a magnificent piece of folk art,
she gets caught between her two worlds–and in
the middle of an agonizing mystery. A young
woman, taking her artwork to the breaking
point, has brought a history of unexplained
deaths and dangerous liaisons into
Elizabeth’s life. Courted by an ex-cop,
trying to protect her love-struck nephew,
Elizabeth knows that danger has entered her
peaceful world. But she can’t guess how
deadly the threat is–nor how masterfully a
killer can hide....
The blockbuster DC Icons series that began
with Leigh Bardugo's Wonder Woman, Marie Lu's
Batman, and Sarah J. Maas's Catwoman
continues with the story of the world's first
super hero--SUPERMAN--from award-winning and
#1 New York Times bestselling author MATT DE
LA PEÑA. When the dawn breaks, a hero rises.
His power is beyond imagining. Clark Kent has
always been faster, stronger--better--than
everyone around him. But he wasn't raised to
show off, and drawing attention to himself
could be dangerous. Plus, it's not like he's
earned his powers . . . yet. But power comes
with a price. Lately it's difficult to hold
back and keep his heroics in the shadows.
When Clark follows the sound of a girl
crying, he comes across Gloria Alvarez and
discovers a dark secret lurking in
Smallville. Turns out, Clark's not the only
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one hiding something. Teaming up with his
best friend, Lana Lang, he throws himself
into the pursuit of the truth. What evil lies
below the surface of his small town? And what
will it cost Clark to learn about his past as
he steps into the light to become the future
Man of Steel? Because before he can save the
world, he must save Smallville. Act fast! The
first printing includes a poster of Clark
Kent! Each first printing in the DC Icons
series has a limited-edition poster--collect
them all to create the full image! Don't miss
the rest of the DC Icons series! Read the
books in any order you choose: * Wonder
Woman: Warbringer by Leigh Bardugo * Batman:
Nightwalker by Marie Lu * Catwoman:
Soulstealer by Sarah J. Maas
A Sword Upon the Rose
Signs in the Blood
Deus Ex Machina
POWERFUL BOSS, PRIM MISS JONES
Kelyos & Jared #1
They've taken my father. They'll take me next unless I comply
with their demands. Taking down the most powerful man in
Italy. Cato Marino. The man is accompanied by his security
team everywhere he goes. His fortress in Tuscany is
impenetrable. He's the most paranoid man in the country. And
there's no possibility I'll be able to take him down alone. If I
want to save my father, I only have one option. To get into
Cato's bed...and stay there. **This story is not about the
Barsettis, but it takes place in the same universe. There are
guest appearances by Crow Barsetti and Bones Jr.**
“A talented writer with a gift for the absurd and a wicked take
on life.”—January Magazine “Barclay is the master.”—The
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Wall Street Journal Newspaper writer, family man, and
reluctant hero Zack Walker has stumbled onto some dicey
stories before, but nothing like what he’s about to uncover
when a mutilated corpse is found at his father’s lakeside
fishing camp. As always, Zack fears the worst. And this time,
his paranoid worldview is dead-on. While the locals attribute
the death to a bear attack, Zack suspects something far more
ominous—a predator whose weapons include arson, assault,
and enough wacko beliefs to fuel a dozen hate groups. Then
another body is discovered and a large supply of fertilizer
goes missing, evoking memories of the Oklahoma City
bombing. But it’s when he learns that his neighbor is a classic
Lone Wolf—FBI parlance for a solo fanatic hell-bent on using
high body counts to make political statements—that Zack
realizes the idyllic town of his childhood is under siege. The
fuse is lit to a catastrophe of unimaginable terror. And with
time running out, Zack must face off with a madman. “Barclay
is a very funny—and insightful—writer with huge potential for
the long run.”—Flint Journal Review
When she saves an enemy warrior from death, Alana, the
bastard daughter forgotten to the mighty Comyn family, must
keep her identity a secret even as she is swept up into a
forbidden affair that forces her to choose between love and
loyalty. Original.
Chase Summers: Golden boy. Beautiful girlfriend, good
friends, and a promising future. Nobody knows the real Chase.
Chase Summers has a razor blade to his wrist and the smell
of his lover’s goodbye clinging to his skin. He has a door in his
heart so frightening he’d rather die than open it, and the lies
he’s used to block it shut are thinning with every forbidden
touch. Chase has spent his entire life unraveling, and his
decision to set his sexuality free in secret has only torn his
mind apart faster. Chase has one chance for true love and
salvation. He may have met Tommy Halloran in the world of
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gay-for-pay—where the number of lovers doesn’t matter as
long as the come-shot’s good—but if he wants the healing that
Tommy’s love has to offer, he’ll need the courage to leave the
shadows for the sunlight. That may be too much to ask from a
man who’s spent his entire life hiding his true self. Chase
knows all too well that the only things thriving in a heart’s
darkness are the bitter personal demons that love to watch us
bleed.
Superman: Dawnbreaker
If the Seas Catch Fire
Strawberries for Dessert
Art's Blood
Stranger Things: Darkness on the Edge of Town
"Wesley loves annoying his RA Lloyd Reynolds. He
just can't help it. Lloyd is focused, decisive, grounded.
He has this amusing ability to follow rules. Of course
Wesley wants Lloyd to break one ... or three
hundred."--Amazon.
From INTERNATIONAL BESTSELLING authors Adam
Silvera (They Both Die At The End) and Becky
Albertalli (Simon vs. The Homo Sapiens Agenda)
comes a long-awaited collaboration about two very
different boys who can't decide if the universe is
pushing them together or pulling them apart. Soon to
be a feature film, adapted by the creator of 13
Reasons Why! Meet Arthur and Ben. ARTHUR is only
in New York for the summer, but if Broadway has
taught him anything, it’s that the universe can deliver
a showstopping romance when you least expect it.
BEN thinks the universe needs to mind its business. If
the universe had his back, he wouldn’t be carrying a
box of his ex-boyfriend’s things. But when the boys
have a chance meeting at the post office, they leave
wondering what exactly the universe does have in
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store for them. What if - in a city of eight million
people - they can't find each other again? What if they
do ... and then can’t nail a first date even after three
do-overs? What if Arthur tries too hard to make it
work and Ben doesn’t try hard enough? What if life
really isn’t like a Broadway play? But what if it is?
What if it's us? PRAISE FOR WHAT IF IT'S US:
'Romantic, realistic and sweet, this perfectly captures
New York, teenage love and life in that gray area
when you're not quite an adult and not quite a child
either.' Lauren James, author of The Loneliest Girl in
the Universe PRAISE FOR ADAM SILVERA: 'A
phenomenal talent.' Juno Dawson, author of Clean
and Wonderland PRAISE FOR BECKY ALBERTALLI: 'The
love child of John Green and Rainbow Rowell.' Teen
Vogue
Ever felt like your office colleagues might actually be
zombies? Call ZombieBusters Extermination! The
Zombie Apocalypse has been good to Sarah and
David. Their marriage is better than ever. They
communicate well, share responsibilities, and they've
also started a business. ZombieBusters - for all your
zombie extermination needs. There are lots of
zombies and that means lots of customers…Except
one of them doesn't want the zombies dead, he wants
them alive and ready for experimentation. Mad
scientists make for difficult clients and, this time,
Sarah and David might have bitten off more than they
can chew.
Sutphin Boulevard
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